


Executive summary
The Humanities laboratory at Lund University is a multi-
disciplinary high-end facility for research and education related
to culture, communication and cognition. Understanding the
complexity of the interplay between the individual human
being and her environment demands a powerful and truly
cross-disciplinary cooperation – across the humanities and
behavioural science, natural science, medicine and engineer-
ing science. An increased systematic interaction between
these groups will both further advance our present-day re-
search and stimulate new research areas. The laboratory pro-
vides expert help and advice to researchers, teachers and
students concerning research design, the realisation of experi-
ments, ingestion of data and archive management, planning
and realisation of e-science training events, ICT and learning.

The first units of the laboratory were in place in early 2005 and
it was fully functional –  according to the original plans –
towards the end of 2007. It houses (see further the map in
Appendix 1)

• a phonetic/acoustic unit with an anechoic chamber
and an articulograph developed in cooperation with the
department of phonetics;

• an eye-tracking unit established in cooperation with
the department of Cognitive Science;

• an electrophysiological unit for measuring activity
distribution in the cortex (EEG/ERP) developed in
cooperation with the departments of Neuropsychology
and Neurophysiology;

• a body-motion tracker and virtual reality (VR) unit
developed in cooperation with the Division of Ergo-

nomics and Aerosol Technology, department of Design
Sciences, Faculty of Engineering, Lund University

• a tactile unit with the world’s first automatic finger-
tracking system for the study of reading strategies and
tactile picture viewing in the blind, developed in
cooperation with CERTEC, Division of Rehabilitation
Engineering Research, Lund University;

• a writing unit in cooperation with the department of
linguistics, Lund University, the CNRS/LASCO
laboratory at the university of Poitiers, and the Centre
for reading research, Stavanger University;

• a unit for ingestion of data (both visual and auditory)
from various storage media to hard disk) built in
cooperation with Phonogramm Archive, Vienna.

• a lab for training and education making use of
advanced software and computer tools, some of which
are developed in the Humanities laboratory

During 2005 – 2008, 18 projects with principal investigators
were initiated in the lab – 13  of them financed by major
national or international research funding agencies: VR, RJ,
FAS and EU (see Appendix 2 for details). 17 master projects
were successfully finished in the lab, and 8 doctoral projects
were initiated (see Appendix 2).
The strength of the Humanities laboratory lies in its unique
combination of several different high-end facilities and its
openness to users from different areas of academia. The
timing of the creation of the laboratory is fortuitous and
Sweden has a golden opportunity to position the Humanities
laboratory internationally. The laboratory has the capacity to
develop into a national and international resource for
advanced research and education.



Context of creation

Around 20 years ago, Lund University formed a plan to realize
five strategic centres: a biomedical centre, an economy
centre, a geo-centre, a chemistry centre, and a centre for
languages and literature. The process of creating the Centre
for languages and literature was sparked off by a major
donation by the Crafoord Foundation in 1999. The formal
decision to build the centre was taken in May 2002. The
decision was preceded by several epochs of planning activity,
including the addition of a laboratory environment tailored to
the needs and standards of modern research on language,
communication, culture and cognition. A first commissioned
review towards the lab was made in 1999 by Kenneth
Holmqvist, associate professor of cognitive science and
presently technical director of the lab. The review was
extended and further detailed in 2000-2001 by professor Sven
Strömqvist, then project leader of the Centre for languages
and literature and presently scientific director of the lab, in
cooperation with Holmqvist, the leadership of the Faculties of
Humanities and Theology at Lund University, and the
leadership of Lund University. Important advice was also given
by the technical group of the Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, the Netherlands.

The lab was not part of the original plan for the Centre, but
was an important addition. Lund University covered the extra
costs for the special physical construction of the laboratory.
The acquisition of the instrumentation was made possible by a
grant from the Wallenberg Foundation. A donation of by Einar
Hansen’s Allhem Foundation made it possible to pilot
technical solutions and staff configurations and the Crafoord
Foundation helped funding a core staff during 2005. The
Faculties of Humanities and Theology at Lund University
decided to provide a permanent annual support from 2006
and onwards to guarantee a core staff.

To these foundations and benefactors and to Lund University
we extend our gratitude, and with them we share the hopes for
a bright future for the laboratory and its community of users.

Lund, November 6  2007

Sven Strömqvist Kenneth Holmqvist
Professor, Associate professor,
scientific director technical director

address of communication:
sven.stromqvist@ling.lu.se kenneth@lucs.lu.se



Welcome to our launching event!

To celebrate that we have now (November 2007) completed
the instrumentation and implementation of our laboratory units
according to the plans and proposals outlined during 1999-
2004, we are organizing a launching event December 6-7.
The opening of the event takes place Thursday December 6
at 11.00 a.m. in the Auditorium at SOL (Centre for Languages
and Literature).
In the early afternoon, 1.00-3.00 p.m., four open lectures are
delivered. Three of the lectures give examples of research
which has been carried out in the Humanities Laboratory and
which has already been internationally recognized. The fourth
lecture gives an orientation of educational activities in the
laboratory and our efforts to forward e-Humanities.
In the late afternoon, 15.30-16.30 p.m., we offer a guided tour
to the laboratory.
The second day, Friday December 7, is dedicated to
workshops and demos, all of which are located in the
laboratory Humanistlaboratoriet.
The demos illustrate the variety of high-end instrumentation
and the research methods used in the laboratory units. The
workshops offer a hands-on experience of our software
programs and computer tools.
The demos include eye-tracking, body-motion tracking,
usages of the anechoic chamber, Virtual Reality simulations,
non-invasive measurements of brain activity (EEG/ERP), and
phonetic experiments with our Articulograph.

Our Virtual Reality resources, which have been developed in
cooperation with the Division of Ergonomics and Aerosol
Technology, department of Design Sciences, Faculty of
Engineering, consists of two units. The smaller unit is located
at the Humanities Laboratory and the larger one, a so-called
cube, is located in the basement of IKD. A demonstration of
the larger lab unit, the cube, will take place at the department
of Design Sciences Friday afternoon December 7.

The workshops include, among other things, hands-on
experience with film editing, analysing and composing music,
analysis of the human voice, text corpus analysis, and
language training.



Program

Thursday Dec 6       place:  Auditorium  SOL

11.00-12.00    Opening

Göran Bexell, vice-chancellor
Jan Svensson, Dean of Faculty of
Humanities and Theology
Eva Wiberg, Dean and Head of Dept,
Centre for Languages and Literature,
Peter Wittenburg, Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics
Repr. of the Wallenberg Foundation
Sven Strömqvist and Kenneth
Holmqvist, The Humanities Laboratory

12.00-13.00  Lunch break

13.00-15.00_  Open lectures

Mental imagery  Kenneth Holmqvist & Roger
Johansson
Language and the brain  Merle Horne &
Mikael Roll
Visual and tactile reading  Sven Strömqvist
Education towards e-humanities  Victoria
Johansson & Susanne Schötz

15.00-15.30 coffee break

15.30-16.30_  Guided tour to the laboratory

Friday Dec 7      place:  Humanistlaboratoriet SOL

Workshops and demos

9.00-10.30_  B054: try out our computer tools
  B055: e-humanities

Research Lab: eye-tracking

10.30-11.00 coffee break

11.00-12.30 B054: try out our computer tools
B055: e-humanities
Research Lab: EEG/ERP; Virtual Reality

12.30-13.30  Lunch break

13.30-15.00 B055: editing film
Research Lab: Anechoic chamber; eye-tracking
IKD Design Centre: Virtual Reality cube

15.00-15.30 coffee break

15.30-17.00 B055: computers and music
Research Lab: Articulograph; Motion-tracker



Research

During 2005 –2007, 18 projects with principal investigators
started in the lab – 13 of them financed by major national or
international research funding agencies: VR, RJ, FAS and EU
(see Appendix 2 for details). 17 master projects were
successfully finished in the lab, and 8 doctoral projects were
initiated. The projects encompassed, for example, mental
imagery, developmental studies of reading and writing skills,
studies of children and adults with reading and writing
problems, studies of tactile reading in the blind, the
development and testing of language assessment and
profiling tools, studies of brain responses to grammatical and
semantic information, neurophysiological studies of early child
language development, comparative studies of speech and
writing and of visual and tactile reading, channelling of visual
attention in the language production process, gender
differences in film viewing, visual exploration of static and
dynamic art by amateurs and experts, attentional behaviour in
drivers, shopping behaviour,  brain responses during
hypnosis, grid/e-science facilitating the searchability and
sharing of research data from the humanities on the Internet,
and video-compression based on eyetracking studies.
Selected scientific publications based on research in the
Humanities laboratory are listed in Appendix 3.

In the eyetracking unit we track the eye movements
(fixations and saccades) – millisecond by millisecond - of a
reader, a picture viewer or a person moving around in a room
searching for visual information. Our research so far, includes
pioneering studies of the interaction between reading and
writing in real time during a text production task [1]

Above: Masters student Sylvia Tufvesson during a writing
experiment where eyetracking is combined with key-stroke logging

and the analysis of eye movements as evidence of mental
imagery when a person envisages a picture in complete
darkness [2] .

[1] Andersson, B., Dahl, J., Holmqvist, K., Holsanova, J.,
Johansson, V., Karlsson, H., Strömqvist, S., Tufvesson, S., and
Wengelin, Å. (2006) Combining keystroke logging with eye
tracking. In: L. Van Waes, M. Leiten & Ch. Neuwirth (Eds.)
Writing and Digital Media, Elsevier BV (North Holland), 166–172.

[2] Johansson, R., Holsanova, J. and Holmqvist, K. (2006): Pictures
and spoken descriptions elicit similar eye movements during
mental imagery, both in light and in complete darkness
Cognitive Science, vol 30, no 6, pp 1053-1080.



How is the art of finger reading accomplished? In a study
pioneering the automatized analysis of tactile reading and
tactile picture exploration in real time Breidegard et al. [3]
were able to make fine-grained comparisons of visual reading
and tactile reading.

When a sighted person is reading text or viewing still pictures,
the eyes are blind during the fast saccadic movements, taking
in information only during still standing fixations. Both eyes are
directed at the same point, which usually coincides with the
locus of visual attention. In contrast, tactile reading in blind
people necessitates that the fingers are in motion for the
perception of information. In tactile perception, the two hands
can move independently, perhaps simultaneously taking up

information from more than one position. The right picture
shows the totality of saccades and fixations from the eye's
visual exploration of a picture of a face (photograph S.
Fridyland, from Yarbus, 1967). The left picture shows the
totality of trajectories of the left and right index fingers (red
and green, respectively) during the hands’ tactile exploration
of a tactile picture of a face. Both the fixations and finger
movements cluster around the eyes, mouth and nose –
objects which are criterial to the categorization of the depicted
entity as a face.

[3] Breidegard, B., Jönsson, B., Fellenius, K. and Strömqvist, S.
(2006) Disclosing the Secrets of Braille Reading—Computer-
Aided Registration and Interactive Analysis.Visual Impairment
Research, 8:49–59.

In the electrophysiological unit the electrical responses in
the cortical layer of the brain to external stimuli such as
pictures or sounds(so-called event-relatedpotentials) can be
measured with very high temporal resolution. This technique
is used by, for example, by Roll et al. [4] in their studies of
how the brain responds to grammatically ill-formed sentences.
[4] Roll, M., Horne, M. and Lindgren, M. (2007) Object Shift and
Event-Related Brain Potentials. Journal of Neurolinguistics, 20(6),
462-481.

Visit our virtual version of the Humanities Laboratory at

http://xibit.info
and design and carry out your own eye-tracking, motion-
tracking or EEG/ERP experiment!



Above: Ph.D. students Mikael Roll and Jaana Simola preparing an
experiment where eyetracking and EEG/ERP equipment are
combined. Below: Researcher Susanne Schötz preparing a
phonetic experiment in the anechoic chamber.

Education

As to educational activities during 2005 and 2006, the lab has
hosted courses and training events given by a variety of
departments, disciplines and programmes: cognitive science;
logopedics, phoniatrics and audiology; musicology; history of
arts; architecture; film science; journalism; media and
communication studies; library and information science;
Arabic, Chineese, classical languages, English, German,
Japanese, linguistics, phonetics; Romance languages;
Swedish and Scandinavian languages; Slavic languages;
psychology. In 2006, the lab also hosted a national course for
doctoral students in speech production (phonetics). The IT
pedagogue of the Humanities Laboratory helped students,
teachers and researchers getting acquainted with ICT tools for
presentation techniques, language training, testing, teaching
and research -  ranging from general introductory courses to
Poster presentation and Excel to phonetic software for
language students and image analysis for archeologists.
In addition, five regular courses directed towards masters
students, doctoral students and post docs, were launched by
the lab staff in 2005-07: Eyetracking (7,5 ECTS points),
Statistics for the behavioural sciences (7,5 ECTS points),
EEG/ERP methods (7,5 ECTS points), Computer tools in the
humanities (7,5 ECTS points), and Working with language
corpora (7,5 ECTS points).
In cooperation with the Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, the lab co-organized a training
event in electronic archive building and metadata classification
for researchers in the humanities across the Baltic countries
commissioned by UNESCO.



Above: a lesson in the training lab

Below: three students discussing computer analysis in the
training lab

¨

Staff and IT-resources

How to contact us

The Humanities Laboratory has a core staff, consisting of a
scientific director, a technical director, an audio/video/VR
engineer, a methodologist (helping users of the lab with
research design and statistical analysis), an IT pedagogue, a
data manager and one assistant. The main task of the core
staff is to facilitate for users on all levels – from master
students to post docs and senior researchers – to use the lab
as a resource for smaller or larger research projects or for
research education. The core staff also assists or trains
teachers to use the lab as a resource for advanced usage of
ICT tools.

The laboratory staff is dedicated to help researchers, teachers
and students make the most of the lab resources. Contact us
if you plan to run a project, set up a course, digitize some
tapes or make your masters or Ph.D. research by virtue of
resources in the lab!

humlab@sol.lu.se

it-pedagog@sol.lu.se

metodolog@sol.lu.se

and visit our home page

www.sol.lu.se/humlab





Appendix 2.  

Research activities in The Humanities laboratory from
2005 –

A.  Research projects financed by national and

international funding agencies

• Reading during writing (VR, 2005-2008)

• Grammar, prosody, discourse and the brain. ERP studies in

speech processing (VR, 2005-2007, 2008-2010)

• The tactile reading process (FAS, 2006-2008)

• Direct profile (VR, 2005-2008)

• Distributed Archive Management of Language Resources

“DAM-LR” (EU 6th FP,  2005-2007)

• Long-term memory in small children: individual differences

and electrophysiological correlates (FAS, 2007-2009)

• Linguistic effects on cognition (VR, 2007-2009)

• Video compression controlled by foveation (VR 2005-2006)

• SIMULEKT: Simulating intonational varieties of Swedish

(VR, 2007-2009)

• Consumer choice behaviour (FøSu/Vinnova 2007-2010)

• Contrast in language, memory and cognition: textual, neuro-

linguistic and psycholinguistic perspectives (VR 2008-10)

• The existence and usage of mental images (VR 2008-10

• CLARIN (EU 7th FP,  2008-10)

B.  Other research projects by senior reserchers at LU

• Läsvägar och lässätt på tidningsuppslaget [Reading

strategies and reading paths on a newspapaer page] (EPS

2006 - 2007)

• Comparative studies of how body motion is perceived in live

performance, in moving pictures and in stills (Crafoord 2006)

• Electrocortical activity of deep hypnosis experiences (Bial

Foundation,  2005-2007)

• Information Graphics and Eye Movements. Tracking

reader's interaction with a multimodal document genre

(Helge Ax:sson Johnsson Stiftelse) 2006

• Reading to music (Sparbanken Finn 2007-2008).

C.  Research projects by guest researchers

• Jaana Simola (Helsinki), mental processes during reading
• Lenisa Brandao (Brazil), visual priming and alzheimer



• Olexiy Polunin (Ukraine), the cognitive representation of time
concepts

• Christian Steinrucken (Cambridge), general framework for
Virtual Reality simulations

• Kim Plunkett and Vanja Vucitic (Oxford), eyetracking studies
in the area of language and concept formation

• Marianne Gullberg, (Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics), event perception in speakers of a second
language

• Johan Karlsson (Autoliv research), eyetracking and car
safety

D.  Ph.D. projects

• Richard Andersson (Cognitive science), linguistic effects on
cognition

• Gilbert Ambrazaitis (Phonetics), Swedish prosody in a
dialogue context

• Björn Breidegard (Certec, Division of Rehabilitation
Engineering Research), tactile reading

• Philip Diderichsen (Cognitive science),  One-anaphora in
Danish dialogue

• Paulina Lindström (Cognitive science), understanding and
the AHA experience

• Ingrid Nilsson (Linguistics), translation and cognition
• Marcus Nyström (Information technology), video

compression based on eyetracking
• Mikael Roll (Linguistics), Grammar, prosody, discourse and

the brain

E. Masters projects

• Richard Andersson, Talmy's manner in event perception: An
eye-tracking approach to linguistic relativity

• Johan Blomberg, Linguistic relativity, mediation and the
categorization of motion

• Andreas Dren, Annonser i nättidningar: Kvalitet och
placering i  målorienterad sökning

• Erik Enström, Fagottens ljudspektrum
• Johanna Fröjmark, Ambiguity comprehension in the English

language
• Nils Holmberg, Tidningsläsning
• Erik Johannesson, An eye tracking based approach to

gaze prediction using low-level features
• André Jönsson and Carl Undéhn, Journalistutbildningen
• Paulina Lindström, Aha-upplevelser
• Marcus Nyström, Film
• Janna Spanne, Task Impact on Cognitive Processing of

Narrative  Fiction Film
• Andrew Smart and Kristofer Åberg, Noise level detection in

ADHD
• Kerstin Wikström, Consumer decision making - Adaptation

to  differences in the choice environment
• Laurela Shatri: Sound and colour interaction - The first

fixation vs. the deliberate choice
• Andreas Lind: Speech-intentions and self-monitoring -

Manipulating verbal feedback in a single-word production
task

• Anders Holmberg: Eye tracking and gaming Eye movements
in Quake III: Arena

• Renata K: The influence of knowledge on idiosyncratic eye
movements when viewing incomplete images

            



Appendix 3.

Selected scientific publications based on research in the
Humanities laboratory 2005-2007

Ambrazaitis, G. and Bruce, G. (2006) Perception of South Swedish
Word Accents. Working Papers, Lund University, Centre for
Languages and Literature, General Linguistics/Phonetics 52, pp.
5-8.

Andersson, B., Dahl, J., Holmqvist, K., Holsanova, J., Johansson,
V., Karlsson, H., Strömqvist, S., Tufvesson, S., and Wengelin, Å.
(2006)Combining keystroke logging with eye tracking. In: L. Van
Waes, M. Leiten & Ch. Neuwirth (Eds.) Writing and Digital Media,
Elsevier BV (North Holland), 166–172.

Breidegard, B., Eriksson, K., Fellenius, K., Jönsson, B., Holmqvist,
K. and Strömqvist, S. (In press) Enlightened: the art of finger
reading. Accepted for publication in Studia Linguistica.

Breidegard, B., Jönsson, B., Fellenius, K. and Strömqvist, S. (2006)
Disclosing the Secrets of Braille Reading — Computer-Aided
Registration and Interactive Analysis.Visual Impairment
Research, 8:49–59.

Bruce, B., Hansson, K. & Nettelbladt, U. (In press) Assertiveness,
responsiveness and reciprocity in verbal interaction. Dialogues
between children with SLI and peers with typical language
development. Accepted for publcation in First Language.

Bruce, G., Schötz, S., Granström, B., Enflo, L. (submitted)
Modelling intonation in varieties of Swedish. Proceedings of
Speech Prosody 2008. Campinas, Brazil.

Clermont, F. & E. Zetterholm (2006). F-pattern Analysis of Pro-
fessional Imitations of 'hallå' in three Swedish Dialaects. Pro-
ceedings Fonetik 2006, Working Papers 52. Centre for Langua-
ges and Literature, Lund University, June 7-9 2006: 25-28.

Johansson, R., Holsanova, J. and Holmqvist, K. (2006): Pictures
and spoken descriptions elicit similar eye movements during
mental imagery, both in light and in complete darkness.
Cognitive Science, vol 30, no 6, pp 1053-1080.

Granfeldt (2006) "Evaluation du niveau lexical et grammatical en
français langue étrangère écrit: l'apport des analyses
automatiques". Revue Française de Linguistique Appliquée
11(1): 103-119.

Granfeldt, J., Nugues, P. et al. (2005) ”Direkt profil: A system for
evaluating texts of second language learners of French based on
developmental sequences”. In Proceedings of The Second
Workshop on Building Educational Applications Using Natural
Language Processing, 43rd Annual Meeting of the Association of
Computational Linguistics, pages 53-60, Ann Arbor, June 29
2005

Gullberg, M. and Holmqvist, K. (2006) "What speakers do and
what addressees look at", in Pragmatics and Cognitions 14:1
(2006), 53-82

Hansson, M., & Jönsson, P. (In press). Multiple window correlation
analysis of HRV power and respiratory frequency. Accepted for
publication in IEEE Trans. on Biomedical engineering.

Holmqvist, K., Holmberg, N., Holsanova, J., Tärning, J. & Engwall,
B. (2006) Reading Information Graphics - Eyetracking studies
with Experimental Conditions. In J. Errea (Ed.) Malofiej Yearbook
of Infographics, Society for News Design (SND-E). Navarra
University, Pamplona, Spain, 54-61.

Holsanova, J., Rahm, H. & Holmqvist, K. (2006) Entry points and
reading paths on the newspaper spread: Comparing semiotic
analysis with eye-tracking measurements. In: Visual
communication 5 (1): 65-93.

Paradis, C. and Willners, C. (2006) Antonymy and negation: the
boundedness hypothesis. Journal of Pragmatics, 38:7:1051
–1080. 



Roll, M., Horne, M. and Lindgren, M. (2007) Object Shift and Event-
Related Brain Potentials. Journal of Neurolinguistics, 20(6), 462-
481.

Roll, M., Horne, M. and Lindgren, M. (2007). Left boundary tone and
word order effects on speech processing – An ERP study.
Submitted to Journal of Neurolinguistics.

Roll, M., Horne, M. and Lindgren, M (2007). Neurophysiology of a
left boundary tone in manipulated and natural speech. Submitted
to Speech Prosody.

Simola, J., Salojärvi, J., and Kojo, I. (2007) Information search
strategies revealed by eye movements and hidden markov
model. Submitted to Cognitive Systems Research.

Strömqvist, S. (2006) Learning to write: a window on language,
communication and cognition. In J. Bernicot (Ed.) Pragmatique
Développementale: Perspectives Européennes, special  edition
of  Le langage et l'Homme Vol. 41 2006/2, pp 157-180.

Strömqvist, S., Holmqvist, K., Johansson, V., Karlsson, H. and
Wengelin, Å. (2006) What key-logging can reveal about writing.
in K. Sullivan and E. Lindgren (Eds.), Computer key-stroke
logging and writing: methods and applications. Kluwer, 45-72.

Strömqvist, S., Holmqvist, K. and Andersson, R. (in press) Thinking
for speaking and channeling of attention. A case for eyetracking.
In J. Guo, E. Lieven, S. Ervin-Tripp, N. Budwig, K. Nakamura

(Eds.) Crosslinguistic approaches to the psychology of language:
Research in the tradition of Dan Isaac Slobin. Mahwah, New
Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Publishers.

Wengelin, Å (2006) The word level focus in text production by
adults with reading and writing difficulties, in Torrance, M., L. Van
Waes and D. Galbraith (eds) Writing and Cognition Research
and Applications pp 67-82 Amsterdam: Elsevier

Wengelin, Å (2006) Examining Pauses in Writing: Theory, Methods
and Emprirical Data: in Sullivan, K. and E Lindgren (eds)
Computer Key Stroke Logging and Writing, pp 107-130,
Amsterdam, Elsevier

Wengelin, Å. and Strömqvist, S. (2005) Text-writing development
viewed through on-line pausing in Swedish. In  R. Berman (ed.)
Language Development across Childhood and Adolescence,
Trends in Language Acquisition Research (TILAR series)
Volume 3, Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 177-190.

Zlatev, J, David, C. and Blomberg, J. (2007) Translocation,
language and the categorization of experience. . Submitted to
Cognitive Linguistics.


